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We solve the kinetic equation and find the electron energy distribution in a weakly ionized plasma 
which is placed in an external uniform electric field E, and which is inhomogeneous in a direction 
at right angles to to the current. If the size R of the inhomogeneity exceeds the electron energy 
relaxation length AT =A/1l 112 (A is the electron mean free path and Il the fraction of energy lost in 
an elastic collision) the effect of the transverse electric field on the distribution function will be 
small; it leads to the occurrence of a transverse energy flux ~ n De TIR, where De is the electron 
diffusion coefficient, and T the temperature (average energy), which here depends on the transverse 
coordinate. If, however, R <I( AT' the distribution function becomes non-local and its shape is 
determined by the complete transverse profile of the potential 'P(x,y), while the energy 
E = 112m v 2 + e 'P(x ,y) is the argument. In that case the connection between the concentration nand 
<p is of the form n ~ e-e",/T so that the am bipolar diffusion equation is significantly nonlinear. We 
consider the effect of the nonlocal behavior on the shape of the distribution function tail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The form of the electron energy distribution function 
for a uniform, weakly ionized plasma in a uniform ex
ternal electric field has been studied in many papers Y-6J 
The collisions of electrons with heavy particles can 
usually be split into two kinds: quasi-elastic collisions 
with small loss of kinetic energy 1\ e « T (for atomic 
gases, for instance, 0 '" 2m/M) and inelastic collisions 
accompanied by a large loss of energy E,» T. The 
distribution function is in the ''hot'' energy region 
e ~ T determined by the quasi-elastic collisions which 
correspond to the transport frequency v( e), the elec
tron-electron collisions, occurring with a frequency 
Ve ( e), and the electric field Ez . 

If ve » Ov the distribution in the hot region is Max
wellian, but when ve « Ov the distribution is set up as 
the result of the competition between two processes
diffusion in energy with a diffusion coefficient 

1 v' 
D"=3(eE,A)'",,+v' ' 

where Ez is the instantaneous value of the field when 
w « 1\v and the effective field when w » OV,[2] and the 
drift velocity in energy space V~ '" - e 1\v. Zero energy 
flux corresponds to the function 

{ 'v O(e) } 
!o(e)=Anexp -tD,:(e) de . (1) 

The average electron energy is 
T ~ D,O(T) ~ eE,A(T)v(T) 

V,O(T) [6(w<+v'(T»],,' 

Inelastic collisions lead to the appearance of an en
ergy flux; when E, » T their role is reduced to an im
portant depletion of the distribution function as com
pared to (1) only in the tail region-at energies 

while the solution in the hot region-for e ~ T is 
practically the same as (1); the role played by the in
elastic collisions for the energy balance is unimpor
tanL[6] 

These results have been applied in a number of 
papers [7-9] to a plasma with an inhomogeneity across 
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the current. The presence of an inhomogeneity leads to 
the appearance of a diffusion field 

T E,vAT 
EJ.. (x, y) ~'-;;R ~ R(w'+v'j''' 

besides the "current" field Ez . It was assumed in 
these papers that the form of the distribution function 
has the form (1) at each point, where D~ is determined 
not by the whole field but only by its current part Ez 
while the profile of the concentration satisfies the am
bipolar diffusion equation (the difference of the distribu
tion from the Maxwellian manifests itself only in the 
values of the mobility and the diffusion coefficient; in 
particular, the Einstein relation is not satisfied). Such 
an approach may be called the local approximation. 
However, the characteristic time for establishing the 
distribution function (1) is (ov rl. In a non-uniform 
plasma a particle passes during this time through a 
distance AT~ (De/OIJ)'/2~A/Ol/2,where De~ Y3VA is 
the electron coordinate diffusion coefficient. The local 
approximation is therefore applicable only when the 
scale-length of the inhomogeneity R» AT[1O] (in that 
case EJ. « Ez ). 

In the present paper we analyze by using simple ex
amples a number of kinetic effects connected with the 
non-locality of the distribution function. When R » AT 
the deviation of the distribution function (1) from Max
wellian leads to the fact that the transverse energy flux 
is anomalously large: qJ. ~ DenT/R while the trans
verse-particle flux is determined by the ambipolar dif
fusion coefficient h ~ Dan/R « qJ. /T. The presence of 
an energy flux leads to the fact that the average energy 
of the electron gas depends on the transverse coordi
nates: T '" To + T, (x, y) where the form of the kinetic 
correction T, ~ (AT/R)2To is determined by the form 
of the function v( e). If, however, R« AT it is neces
sary to take the transverse electric field into account 
consistently. 

We have obtained solutions of the kinetic equation for 
the case A « R « AT' As the transverse electron dif
fusion proceeds faster than the energy change in the 
field Ez and the heat exchange with neutral particles, 
E '" Y2 mv2 + erp (x, y) is for E < Elan approximate inte
gral of motion and hence also an argument of the dis-
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tribution function (here cp is the potential of the trans
verse electric field). For trapped particles (when 
E > ecp (x, y)) 

{ J' V.(e) } 
fo(e)~Aoexp - o 15,(e) de , (2) 

where the averaging of the quantities V E( e) and DE ( e) 
is over the cross-section accessible for particles with 
the given energy E; for untrapped particles the argu
ment of the exponent in (2) is 

_ J' V, (e) de. 
o D,(e) 

In any case the distribution in kinetic energy e in a 
fixed point is, when e < ecp(x, y), close to a Maxwellian 
one with a variable temperature while the connection 
between n/ gJ(x, y) does not have the Boltzmann form 
n ~ e -ecp T. The equation for the ions becomes there
fore non-linear and does not reduce to the usual equa
tion of ambipolar diffusion. 

We have considered the effect of non-locality on the 
form of the tail of the distribution function. The propor
tionality between the electron concentration and the 
number of inelastic collisions in a given point is then 
violated. The steep diminution of the distribution func
tion starts from energies E ~ E1 - ~E so that in 
regions with a small concentration this decrease leads 
to values of the kinetic energy much smaller than the 
threshold E 1 and the number of inelastic collisions is 
very small. We have obtained a solution for the case 
when the equation for the tail is reduced to a one
dimensional one in which the frequency of the inelastic 
collisions is replaced by a frequency averaged over a 
cross -section. 

2. INITIAL EQUATIONS 

For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to 
the quasi-stationary case w « [)IJ; we put the tempera
ture of the heavy particles (ions and atoms) equal to 
zero, and Ve « av. We also assume that the frequency 
of inelastic collisions v* « V and that second kind col
lisions are unimportant. The change in the profile of 
the concentration, and hence also the field El, is con
nected with the relatively slow diffusion and recombina
tion of ions so that we can assume the field El to be 
quasi-stationary when av »Da/R2 + Tr~c' 

If the electron mean free path A « Rand 0 « 1 we 
can restrict ourselves in the expansion of the distribu
tion function f ( r, v, t) in spherical harmonics to the 
first two terms :(l] 

v 
f(r, v, t) ~fo(r, v, t) + -f, (t, v, t). 

v 

The set of equations for those has the form 
af. v e a 2 1 iJ. • -+-Vf, +--. -[v E(r, 1)1,]--. ---(v ovfo)~-v (e)/o+!, 
at 3 3mu'riv 2v'dv (3a) 

f,~ __ eE(r,t) !.!.3..--':'.-V/o. (3b) 
mv au v 

Here I is the source of slow particles connected with 
excitation and ionization. Taking it into account can 
materially affect the form of the distribution function 
only in the low-velocity region e « T[6] when the en
ergy diffusion coefficient may vanish and the electrons 
undergoing inelastic collisions are trapped for a long 
time in the low-energy region. We shall in what follows 
neglect that fact and put I '" O. 
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We change in the set (3) from the variables r, v to 
the variables r, E'" Y2illV2 + ecp(x, y). Then 

(:J.=mv (a:),' (a~), =(:), -eE~( a:), 
and terms with the field El drop out when we substitute 
(3b) into (3a). As a result we get an equation of diffusion 
in coordinate space and in energy with drift in energy 
and absorption: 

a I 0 1 ( U' ) m a [ . ( 2e' E.' iJ 10 ) ] iJ I 0 --+-v -v/o +-- U' 6v/,+--- =--
at 3v v 2v De 3mv iJe dt 

1 m a [ alo] +-;-v(D(e)Vfo)+;-- V,(e)/.+D,(e)- =v·(6)fo. 
3u 2v &e DE 

(4) 

The coefficients in the equation are functions 1) of 
e (x, y, e) '" Y2 mv2 '" E - ecp. We shall consider the form 
of the solution in the "hot" region where the right-hand 
side of (4) equals zero, in a few simple cases. 

3. LARGE SCALE INHOMOGENEITY R» AT. 
THERMAL PARTICLES 

For the case of interest to us of a transverse in
homogeneity in the particle and energy flux we can ob
tain (1) from (3b). As Ez '" constant thermal diffusion 
and thermal conductivity (Le., terms in the particle and 
energy flux proportional to \l I E I) are absent in first 
approximation in AT/R. The particle flux is equal to 

4rr ~ 
j,=-S f,v 3 dv=nb,E.l.-D,'Vn. 

3 0 

(5) 

For instance, for the case of a power-law dependence 
of the transport cross-section on the electron velocity 

o(v)=oo(vlvo)" (6) 

the kinetic coefficients have the form (10) (when -2 < O! 

< 4) 

b,=er (2-a) (2-a) /mr(-. _3_) 3v(vTO ), 
4+2a 4+2a 

D,=r ( 4-a ) VTO' /1' (_3_) 3\,(v,,), v=Navo(u), 
4+2a 4+2'.< 

where the thermal velocity vTO is 

The electron energy flux is given by the expression 

2rrms~ 
q, ~ -'1- f I V' dv= nbTE-DT V n, 

• 0 

where 
ev 2 ( 8+a ) / ( '1 ) bT=---(4+2a)r -- 1'--

6v(I),0) 4+2a 4+2a' 

D,=mvTO'r ( 6-a ) /3V(VTo)r(_3_). 
4+2a 4+2a 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

The quasi-neutrality condition jel '" hl connects the 
transverse field with the concentration profile of the 
plasma. Using the fact that the ion mobility is small it 

, reduces to jel '" 0 so that 

D. mVTo'[ (4-a)/ (6+a )] (10) E.l.=-Vn=-- I' -- (4+2a)I' -- Vlnn. 
nb, e 4+2a 4+2a 

The transverse ion motion is determined by the equation 
dn n 
-+ 'Vh=nZ--. 
at "t Tee 

(11) 

The terms on the right-hand side determine the crea
tion and reco mbination of partic les while the ion current 

ju. =-D; V n-nb;E~ =-Do V n, (12) 

where the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is 
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biD, [ mVTO' (4-a) / ( 6+a )] Do=Di+--=D, 1+--·1' -- (4+2a)1' -4-- . 
b, T, 4+2a . +2a 

The transverse energy flux then turns out to be non
vanishing: 

(13 ) 

(0) mVT,' { , ( 8+a) (4-a) / (6+a ) 
q'-L = -6v (vTo) I 4+2a l' 4+2a l' 4+2a ) 

( 6-a)/ ( 3)} mVT,' (14 -1' -- l' -- Vn=---Il>(a)Vn~D,TVn-:t>D.TVn. 
4+2a 4+2a 6v (u TO ) 

When - 2 < a < -1 the function .p ( a) is negative so 
that the direction of the heat current is the same as the 
diffusion current while for -1 < a < 4, .p (a) > 0 and the 
heat current is in the same direction as the field current. 
The reason for this is that systems close to thermody
namic equilibrium have a chemical potential so that for 
them the coefficients be and De, bT and DT are pair
wise connected through the Einstein relations. However, 
in our case El and VI n are independent forces and 
therefore there is no connection between the kinetic 
coefficients. 

The presence of an energy flux leads to the appear
ance of a transverse gradient in the electron tempera
ture 

T=('I,mv'/o>=T,+T.(x, y), 

where 

( 5) / ( 3) eE,vTo To=m1' -- vro' 31' -- ~ ---
4+2a 4+2a 0'1" (v,,) 

(15 ) 

is the average electron energy in the homogeneous 
plasma. To estimate the ensuing temperature drop 
Tdx, y) « To we neglect the change in the form of fo 
and put 

4+2a (3) {( V) } /0= --, f- I -- n exp _ _ HZa. 
~Jll.'r,l 4+Za IU T ! 

vT=v,,(1+T/2To). 

The energy put into the plasma per unit time is 

b,enE.'=e'E.'n1'( ::;J (4+2a) / m1'( 4:2J 3v(vT), (16) 

while the energy given off is equal to 

< mv' ) mn ( 6+a ) / ( 3 ) -ov(v)/, =-V,.'OV(VT )1' -- l' -- . 
2 2 4+2a 4+2a 

(17 ) 

The work done by the field EI is of the order of eEljel 
~ eEIDaV In and is small compared to Vq~~). Writing 
the energy balance in the form 

". < mv' > (0) b,enE,-- 20v/o +Vqu =0, 

we get 

To (2+a) enb,E,' 

= 30~:~2v::~n II> (a) l' (4+3~a ) / l' u:: ) ~ ( ~ )' . 
4. SMALL SCALE INHOMOGENEITY R« AT. 
THERMAL PARTICLES 

(18 ) 

(19 ) 

We rewrite (4) introducing dimensionless variables
the energy E = E/ Eo, where Eo = 2e2 E~ / 3m01l2( Eo), and 
distances in units R: 

where 

807 

-- .D( 0/0 ) vnv/o+p'- V,/o+D- =L/,=O, 
De 0:' 

p=RI"AT=R (~){j) 'v (£o)lv (eo) «1, 

JJ=D«()ID(Fo) =D,(O)/D, (e,,), 17,= V,(OJIV, (eo). 
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(4a) 

The principal term containing the transverse gradient 
vanishes for any arbitrary function of E, so that this 
quantity is an approximate constant of the motion. The 
form of the E-dependence of fo depends in an essential 
way on whether the motion of the particles is finite or 
infinite. 

A local rarefaction of the plasma corresponds to a 
hump in the electron potential so that all particles are 
untrapped. They stay in the inhomogeneity region for a 
time ~ R2/De « (011 f'_a distribution function is formed 
in the homogeneous plasma and has the form (1) in 
which the kinetic energy e is replaced by E: 

(0) { S'v,(e) } 
/0 (B)=A cxp - 0 D,(O) dB . (20 ) 

This function corresponds to zero energy flux and does 
not satisfy the equation. To check that nevertheless it is 
a valid zeroth approximation we obtain the expression 
for the small correction f~')(r, E) ~ p2f~0)(E) which 
guarantees the conservation of particle number and we 
find the condition for its regularity. 

The equation for f~') has the form 

L/'("=P'~. [!i(DE-iji) 17,(f)-V,(F-iji) 1/0(0) (B)=P''V· (21) 
ae (F) 

As the diffusion in coordinate space proceeds faster than 
in energy the form of f~ 1) is significantly different at 
small and large distances from the inhomogeneity. 

In the region I r I ~ R « AT we can neglect the sec
ond term in L. For an axially symmetric inhomogeneity, 
for instance, 

(11 - - C a';> r - -to (r, e) = r' ~ _ _ _ _ ~ 'Vdr" + C (e), 
r'D (r', e) r.b) 

where 1"0 (E') is the coordinate of the turning point when 
~ < cp (0) and zero when € > ;p (0). For a plane inhomo
geneity 

;; ~ .;;, 

/~'l (r, e) = r' ~ _ d::' _ ~ 'Ydx" + C (e). 
D (x', e) ".<1 

when E' < 7p (0) the lower limit Xo (~) is the turning 
point € = i{J (xo) while for E > (f( 0) 

~. 'It (x, ~) dx c= ~ 'I' (:;:, Z) ax. 
:\'0 

The correction f~'1 remains finite in the vicinity of 
the turning points if as v - 0 the collision frequency 
II(V) ~ v1+a, with -2 < a. < 1. When I r I » R we have 
\jI - 0 and there is an appreciable diffusion in energy 
so that the correction satisfies a homogeneous elliptical 
equation with a boundary condition at the origin: for the 
plane case 

and for the cylindrical case 

i:J c._ ir" 3~ [j ~ t~'l T If. f) <if, 
or ,', 

i.e., it is the solution to the Neumann problem. 

If the plasma is bounded by walls in the transverse 
direction the wall potential exceeds the average electron 
energy considerably. All thermal particles then per
form a finite motion. To find the form of the function 
f~O)( E) we integrate (4a) over the cross-section s( E) 
which is accessible to particles with energy E. The 
integral of the first term vanishes identically when 
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Q' < 2 so that the solution has the form (2) where the 
averaging means: 

V,(e)= J V,(E-ecp)ds. 
.(8) 

For this solution the diffusion and drift energy fluxes 
are compensated only on average over the cross-section 
so that the correction connected with the flux in coordi
nate space is (for the plane case) equal to 

where 

- -
1(0- 2~; d~' ~X. I"~ (-. -) d-. 

() 1'1 X, ex, 
0-', _ [j (J=', e) _, _ 

Xi X.(E) 

qrl=~[~'(~) D'(Hji)-V,(~-c:p)] 
aE D,(e) 

(22) 

and the lower limit Xl can be found from the normaliza
tion condition 

00 X02(E) 

~ de ~ (e - erp)';'/~l)dx = O. 
o xodE ) 

As for untrapped particles f~l)(x, 'E) is regular for 
-2 < O! < l. 

The distribution functions (20) and (2) for trapped and 
untrapped particles depend on the total energy E = e 
+ ecp (r) so that except for the case v = constant they 
do not split up into a product of two factors, one of which 
depends only on the coordinates and the other on the 
kinetic energy. The kinetic energy distribution of the 
particles for fixed coordinate is 

!,(e>ecp(r»=AexP{-F(e)}""AexP{-F(ecp(r»-!!..1 e- ... } 
as ~(r) ~ 

(23) 
Up to e ,s ecp (r) it is nearly a Maxwellian one. 

The local electron temperature depends on the co-
ordinate. It equals 

[. aF I J--1 {D,(erp(r»/v,(eCP(r)) -for untrapped particles 
. "Fe: '<Pi') = 11, (ecp (r)) IV, (ecp (r)) - for trapped particles 

(24) 

The partic Ie concentration in a gi ven point is connected 
with the potential through the relation 

4nV'Z-' , 
n(r)=---;;:;;;;- i (e-erp(r» 1'/0 (e) dE. 

e~(~) 

(25 ) 

This expression has the Boltzmann form 

n-exp {-ecp(r)IT} 

only when v = constant. For instance, for a power-law 
velocity-dependence (6) of the cross-section we have in 
the region of strong rarefaction ecp > T: 

n(r) = (2+a) -'I, noz-"+'"/2) exp(-z'+") -r (~) Ir (_3_) (26) 
2 4+2a' 

where z = 2ecp(r)/mvTO and na is the plasma concen
tration far from the inhomogeneity. 

Neglecting Ti as compared to T in (11) and (12) and 
taking into account in (26) only the basic exponential 
dependence on cp we find that the equation describing 
the ion motion does not reduce to the usual ambipolar 
diffusion equation and is essentially non-linear: 

an bi mvT0 2 ( no) -(Ha;)/(2+ct) n 
-----V In- Vn=Zn---. 
at 2e (2+a) n 'tree 

(27) 

For trapped particles the equation will be an integral 
equation as fa ( E ) depends on the potential profile. 
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5. ALLOWANCE FOR INELASTIC COLLISIONS. 
FORM OF THE DISTRIBUTION-FUNCTION TAIL 

In the local approximation, when the diffusion in co
ordinate space is unimportant, inelastic collisions with 
large energy losses El» T lead to a steep drop in the 
distribution function starting at the energy 

D. (e,) e'E,' ) 
8=e'-~E=e,---= e, - --- (28 

V,(e,) mllv'(el) , 

if the frequency v*( G) of inelastic collisions is suffic
iently high. The condition for this is the following: 

. mll'elv' (el) • 
v :J> 'E' when v =canst, e , 

a'll', m'll ( eE, ]' ~ --- --- :J>1 when v·=canst·(8-e l ). ae ',£1'11 (e,) mil'll (e,) 

The number of excitations per unit volume is then pro
portional to the plasma concentrationY-6] 

One estimates easily that for electrons in the tail of 
the distribution function for which e ~ El the local ap
proximation holds when 

R:J>}.r (e,) = (Tlmll) '1,'11 (T)/v' (e,). 

Here AT( El) has the meaning of an energy relaxation 
length for electrons with e ~ El. The criterion for the 
applicability of the earlier results [7-9] thus has the 
form 

R:J>max [A(T)/Il'\Ar(el) J. 
Let us consider the form of the tail in the non-local 

case 

R~min [A(T)/Il'\Ar(el) J 

for simple examples. In a plasma bounded by walls the 
solution has the form (2) when 

e<e,-lI, (el) /v,( el) ""el-~e 

while for larger values of E inelastic collisions begin to 
manifest themselves (the kinetic energy in the point of 
observation may then be appreciably less than E 1). If 
the inelastic collision frequency is not very large (for 
the exact criterion see below Eq. (36)) so that the argu
ment of fa also in the tail region is only E we can inte
grate (4) over the cross-section s( E) accessible to 
particles with energy E and reduce the problem to a 
one-dimensional one: 

a [_) _ al,] (2e,) 'I, • 
a;: V,(e !o(e)+D,(e)a;: =~Vefc(e)t,(e); 

. J ( e-ecp(r) ) 'I. Vefc(e)= v'(e-ecp(r» --e-,- dr. 
~.( F.) 

(29 ) 

Here s*( E) is that part of the x,y-plane for which 1/* is 
non-zero. 

The main interest is in taking into account inelastic 
collisions for those cases when due to them the distri
bution function near threshold El drops much faster 
than (2) and (20). The inelastic collisions occur then 
baSically near the minimum of the potential cp ( r) where 
its behavior can be approximated by the parabola ecp 
= {3r2 for the cylindrical and ecp = {3x2 for the plane case 
where the constants {3 ~ T / R2 are determined by the 
simultaneous solution of Eqs. (11), (12), and (25). We 
have thus in the cylindrical case 

nv' 
-~-(e-£,), 

~~(e-e)' 
aA 90.. I, 

v'= canst 
(30 ) 

v'= const(8-e,) 
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while for a plane inhomogeneity 

• \ v. ( e~e, )'" , 

verde) = ~. 2" 'I 

vaVe -i ( e~e,) " 

v'= const 

v'= const(9-e,) 

(31) 

As we are interested in a relatively fast decrease in 
the distribution function we can neglect above threshold 
the first term on the left-hand side of (28) and in the 
second term replace DE(E) by DdEI) so that the solu
tion above threshold in the four cases enumerated in 
(30) and (31) has the form 

'I r c::' (2e,) 'I,] (32) 
/o=An(e-e,) 'K'/2'nlq,:-(e-e,)'" m'!.[D.(e,)]'" ' 

where 
q,="/2 , c,=,,\"/~; q,=2, c,= (,,12~) (ov'loEl); 

q,='/., c,=v'/~'!'; q,='/., c,='/,(~)-'''[jv'/ijO; 

KJ1. is a Macdonald function. 

On the other hand, below threshold the solution has 
the form[6] 

• V ( ') , d' .' V ( ") 
!o=Aoexp{-S 15:(:') de}[t-BnI 15'~E,)exp{S 15',(:,,) de"}], 

o T , (33) 

The constant Ao follows from the normalization while 
An and Bn follow from joining (32) and (33) at E = E 1. 
As in the problem of diffusion at an absorbing wall Bn 
then determines the total number of inelastic collisions: 

-'-I" de' -- {'I'V,(e") "} 
Bn - ~(') exp ~(") de . 

T De E (I De e 
(34 ) 

Integrating (4) over the cross-section and over the 
energy from E ~ T to infinity and using the fact that 
when E < E I - I::. E the distribution function depends on E 
only and has the form (33) we get 

4nl'2I~ 'I' 2nA oBn= m'l. (e-e<p) I'de v (e-e<p)!o(e, r)ds, (35 ) 
e, 8_(£) 

For the applicability of the formulae obtained it is 
necessary, on the one hand, that the function (32) drops 
faster than (22), i.e., that the value 1::.*( E) = E - El for 
which the argument of the Macdonald function becomes 
of order unity is much smaller than the characteristic 
scale I::. E of the drop in (2) when E < E 1. On the other 
hand, in order that fo is independent of the coordinates 
in the energy range E ~ E I + 1::." E which is of interest to 
us, we need the condition 

v'(e,+A'el) «~De(e,)/A·e. 

The condition for the applicability of the one-dimen
sional approximation (32) and (29) has thus for the four 
cases considered in (30) and (31) the following form: 

Te, »v'» m'e,TIl'y' (e,) 
eE,R"mv(e,) e'E.' 

Te, »~» m'e,TIl"y' (e,) 
e'I!:/R'my (10,) dB e'l!:," 

e, (T )'/' m'/'e,1"i'o'I,y" (e,) 
-- ::Pv":;:?> , 

mR'y (e,) eE.R e'E; 

e, (T )'(. av' m'l'e,T'I'O'I,y" (".,) 
-- »--» ' 

mR'eE.v(e,) eE,R De e'E,' ' 

s( El) has been put ~R2 for the cylindrical case and 
~R for the plane one. 

(36) 

If the inelastic collision frequency is less than (36) 
the effect of the inelastic collisions is unimportant and 
the distribution function is also in the region E ~ E 1 
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given by Eq. (2). The number of excitations per unit 
time and unit volume, 

W(r)= 4nl'2 I~ (e-e'lJ(r»)'/'Y'(e-e<p(r»/o(e)de (37) 
m 3 / 2 

~'I+eq:.(r) 

is even in that case not proportional to the plasma con
centration (25). If fo falls off faster than the Maxwel
lian function, the ratio W(r)/n(r) is maximal in the 
region of the largest plasma concentration. The in
crease in v* leads to a further decrease in the size of 
the region where the larger part of the inelastic colli
sions takes place. 

For values of v* exceeding the magnitude given by 
Eq. (36) the distribution function depends in an essential 
way on r for E i: E 1 - I::.E. In the region where 
v· ( E - eqJ ( r)) = 0 the problem reduces to the equation 
for diffusion in energy with drift with the boundary con
dition fo(E, rk) = 0, where eqJ(rk) = E - E1 correspond
ing to total absorption of the particles at the boundary. 
The solution below the excitation threshold E < E 1 has, 
as before, the form (33) to (35) with the characteristic 
energy scale ~I::.E while the scale of the drop in fo for 
E > E I is determined by the energy I::. 1 E obtained by an 
electron from the field Ez during a time I::.t which the 
electron spends in the region E > E 1 before it hits the 
absorbing boundary. 

For the plane geometry I::.t ~ R2/DE (E1) while for 
the cylindrical geometry 

R' R 
At----ln , 

De(e,) Rk(e,+A,e) 

where Rk( E ) is the size of the absorbing region. There-
fore 

f
eE JI - for the plane 

o ,-- 'I geometry 
A,e = [D, (e,) At] • ~ ell' n fIn R ] '_ for the cylindrical 

2 " Ric (E, + A,E) geometry 
(38 ) 

The linear size of the region in which the main part 
of the inelastic collisions takes place, Rk(E I + I::. I E), is 
then determined by eqJ (Rk) ~ i3Rk ~ 1::.1 E so that 

{
R (eE,R/T)'" - for the plane geometry 

Ric (e, + Ale) ~ R (eE ,R/T)'.ln", (T/eE ,R) _ for the cylindrical 
geometry 

(39 ) 
In both cases Rk( E 1 + I::. 1 E) « R, I::. 1 E « I::. E, independent 
of the magnitude or the form of the function v* ({I), i.e., 
the effect of the inelastic collisions on fo leads to the ' 
fact that the main part of excitations is concentrated in 
a small neighborhood of the maximum of the plasma 
concentration. 

On the other hand, inside the absorbing region the 
diffusion in energy is unimportant. Indeed, during the 
time a particle spends in the absorbing region it is 
shifted in energy by an amount of order 
I::.dD~ (El)/D E (EI )}1/2 which is small compared with 
I::.IE and with el::.!;8qJ/8!; ~ TRkl::.!;/R2 a characteristic 
scale for changes in the boundary condition. 

The solution is thus independent of the geometry and 
has the following form for the case v* = constant: 

( ~) [( y' ) 'j,] /,=C(e)exp -~ =C(e)exp -~ D,(e,) , (40) 

while when v* = constant x ({I - E 1 ) 
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where !; is the coordinate reckoned along the normal to 
the boundary into the absorbing region. 

We obtain the equations determining the profile of the 
potential and the field Ez for the simplest model of a 
positive column of a gas-discharge plasma. Assuming 
that recombination takes place on the walls and the ioni
zation is concentrated in a s mall central region while 
each inelastic collision leads to ionization[llj we get 
from (11), (12), and (35) for a plane geometry 

where 

iJ 2 <D 
b,-=2nA oB nc5(x), 

OX' 

• 
<D= S n(<p)d<p 

o 

with the boundary conditions 

<D(x= ±R)= S n(<p)d<p. 

Its solution is 

<D=nAoBnlxl/b" 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

while condition (43) which determines the longitudinal 
field Ez reduces to the following one: 

810 

3m'/'eRV, (e,) 

8n1'2b~ 

M "jl ( ') Se'/'exp { S ~de'}de. 
D,(e') 

o , 
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(45 ) 

I)The quantities D, Ve, and De differ from De,V~, and D~ (see Intro
duction) through an unimportant factor v which describes the 
change in phase volume when the energy changes. 
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